Opera Las Vegas strives to enrich Nevada’s quality of life through the presentation of live professional performances and innovative programming. Opera Las Vegas was formed in 1999 with the mission of bringing professional opera to the Las Vegas valley, while developing the art form among local students. The company has presented several professional staged full operas including Tosca, Don Giovanni, The Barber of Seville, and Madame Butterfly. Over the years, acclaimed artists from all over the county have enriched Opera Las Vegas performances and events.

Opera Las Vegas provides community and educational programming through their Opera on Wheels and Who’s Afraid of Opera programs. Opera on Wheels brings thematic concerts to culturally diverse neighborhoods. Who’s Afraid of Opera is a 30 – 40 minute “Informance” (information + performance) that can focus on a variety of opera components including the structure of opera, the technique of acoustic singing, history and composers.

Opera Las Vegas established the Opera Las Vegas Youth Chorus in collaboration with Thurman White Academy of the Performing Arts. The chorus performs in public programs, including an annual tour of a fairy tale opera to libraries, that appeals to young families and exposes them to the operatic art form.

Opera Las Vegas remains firmly and deeply committed to “Celebrating Life’s Grandest Stories Onstage”.

School & Community Workshops
Who’s Afraid of Opera
Opera on Wheels
Opera with Class